
 

 

 

A WAFT OF ETERNITY 
( e- minor ) 

 e                D   A       e    G    D  

1.You feel a soft waft of eternity,   if you will leave your house of loneliness. 
 e                              D          A           e    G         D 

  It can`t be chained into the space and time,   that love, that`s aiming at the endlessness. 
 G                         D  G           D 

  If confidence may penetrate the room,   If sense and heart will rule instead of brain. 
 E                       D                   A   e             G     D 

  If mutual harmony is swinging on your waves,     for just one moment you might blissfulness obtain. 
 
 
2. May life be tiring and just hard for you,   and will it lead through valleys, dark and deep. 
  May clouds obscure your sunshine, and    might work and acting all be desperate and to weep. 
  Remember constantly, that troubles form,   and that, what contradicts will let us rise. 
  It`s the resistance that, what spurs us on,   and in the back view things appear in other wise. 
 
 
Interlude: 
 
G                         D                             a         e 

If storms are raging and winds will strongly blow,   and might the whole world rise against you both, 
G                      D                                a          e 

If all the wheels turn around the other way,   and mischief`s gliding over your head, close, 
           G             D               A               e            D 

Don`t get bent and not broken, nor despair,   live like you are, like God created you. 
G                            D  a        e 

And live like those,who are daring things with pluck, struggling against the mainstream for their truth. 
 
 
3. We wish to you, both, on your further way,   that from now on you together want to go, 
  That no one ever might pelt with stones and rocks, that your respect, your wisdom, love might grow. 
  Uprightness, truth might give to you the escort,   so draw your trust out of your confidence! 
  Be willing to indulge, to reconcile,   and try to tolerate in discordance. 
 
  Look out: divinity in your`s might ever glow. 
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